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SEX GAME #1: Truth or Dare?
You need, an empty bottle, fantasy, and courage.
How to play: Spin the bottle or just flip a coin. Head goes
Truth. Writing means Dare. It’s an adult version of the traditional
bottle spinning, so all dares must be sex-related. Think out
of the box. You can ask things from your partner that you
dared to ask before. Focus on your current relationship,
don’t ask about past relationship or what they used to dare
together. Those questions can easily backfire and spoil
the fun times.
Want to raise the bar and make it even more exciting?
Invite another couple and play together.
Why: Brings out the playful side in both and subconsciously
can bring back great teenage memories which can lead
to a new, fresh, exciting perception on the relationship. Be
open and curious. You might find out some totally new sexual
desires within your or what your partner wish, but never
dare to ask from you.

Tips for Good Dares:
Masturbation, striptease, lap dancing,
give an intimate massage, kissing below
the hip, lick all holes
or using a sex toy.
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SEX GAME #2: Hide and Seek?
You need, bag of sex toys and your fantasy.
How to play: Probably was a long time ago your played
hide-and-seek. We all love to hide and wait to be found, haven’t
we? This is the adult version of it. You gather a bag full of
sex toys and select your favorite five toys, and your partner
does the same. You go and hide them around the house. If
your partner finds them, they get bonus point which can be
collected or instantly used. If you like to use it on the spot, you
have five minutes to play with the sex toy on your partner’s
body. If you keep it for a higher price, you need to remove
one clothing, and you gain one point. You can make your own
rules, saying one point equal a passionate kiss, two points for
some nipple sucking, three points for mutual striptease with
masturbation, four points receiving or giving oral sex and five
points should result by them you both naked and get your
hands full of sex toys. Aroused and ready for action?
Why: Who didn’t like to play hide-and-seek. as a child? You see,
it will be even more exciting now, that you know all hides and
found will have a special treat.
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SEX GAME #3: Hot or Cold?
You need, ice, glass dildos, heating pads, blindfold, patience.
How to play: Sensation play is an absolute winner to leave
you speechless. Add an extra blindfold into the play, so you
can focus only he sensation. Open your senses to be more
perceptive, feel the moment and be excited what coming
as a surprise.
Hot or Cold? Use an ice-cube or warm drink during performing
a blow-job or pussy licking will instantly blow your minds
away. You can also try the full body hot and cold sensation.
If you have a sauna at home, start making out in the sauna
and jump under the cold shower to cool down and extend
playtime. Another sensitive area, the anus. Buy some glass
dildos. Glass dildos are great as made of glass which can
easily be heated or frozen. Sensation play in erogenous areas
such as vagina or anus. Brrrrr.... get ready for some
pleasure goosebumps ;-)
Why: Exciting and the same time this game will increase trust
towards your partner. You will learn to be more present during
the sex and listen more your body’s, and partner’s feedback
opening up all your sense.
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SEX GAME #4: Dom or Sub?
You need, imagination, role-play scenario, fetish clothing
and accessories. No taboos.
How to play: Depending on who will be the Dominant and
what’s the role play scene. Let’s take a reverse case. The man
will be a submissive, and the Women turn into the darkness
of night. Mistress (Typo) of the bedroom. If dominance does
not come to you natural, dressing into fetish clothing, wearing
high heels with some latex, holding a whip can move you and
things in the right direction.
Why: Didn’t you want to be someone else’s once in a while? It’s
a kinky game which can expand your sexual repertoire, push
your out from your sexual comfort zone. Introducing BDSM
into your bedroom and what your need to know about
it here. Plus Girl, let’s be honest, who doesn’t like to go for
some shopping? Wearing a fetish outfits even without going
too wild, just has something empowering in it!
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SEX GAME #5: Open and closed?
You need, yourselves and an open-mind.
How to play: The goal is to have sex in an open, spacious,
outdoorsy place and a tiny, narrow, closed space within 24
hours. Depends on both and your adventure levels. You can
do it outdoor (public place or parks are great) where you can
be caught or if you shyer or indoors type, do it outside, but
in your own garden or balcony. Utilizing closed space sex can
be in the laundry or in the wardrobe. Import that you are very
close to each other and can’t move away or escape!
Why: Increase your sexual curiosity and adventure level
within the relationship. This game can create more change
to be creative, open or cozy with your partner. Has some
time pressure so you will be motivated to do it if you are
a competitive type.
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SEX GAME #6: Naughty or Nice?
You need, brush, crop, spanking paddle or just your hand.
How to play: It’s payback time. If, you think your women have
been naughty earlier -dominating you- it’s your time to shine.
Show her who is the boss in the bedroom. Spank her ass,
so next time she won’t get ideas without you. Naughty girls,
deserve to be punished. Don’t forget spanking do not need
to be painful. It can be done a very sensual and playful way.
Please double-check with your partner, if she was enjoying
these activities as much as you do.
Why: This can bring back deep subliminal samples when
we were in school and did something naughty and been
caught and putting women in her natural state: being a good
submissive girl. The sexual excitement mixed with sensual
pleasure will result an obeying girl. She might ‘fight your
power’. It’s good to be bad :-)
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SEX GAME #7: ‘Milky’ Monday
You need, lube, your hands, blindfolded. Please use a cock ring
or anal plug to increase sensation.
How to play it: Milking /Edging. This game can be familiar for
adventurous, kinky couples. You need to arouse your partner’s
sexual desire close to a point where they can almost have an
orgasm (the edge) then stop for a few moments (calm down
phrase) and building up again. Start all over this arouse - cool
down technique. They will be blown away.
Why: Become a master of orgasms. Building up the
anticipation, feeling your partners body when they reaching
climax close state and deny their orgasm several time before
you will let them come for you! Edging is an art of disciple
and pleasuring in someone like no other way. It will drive
them crazy and blow their mind away. Orgasms can feel like
earthquakes.
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SEX GAME #8: T ie& Tease Tuesday
You need, bondage kit, neckties, blindfold, handcuffs.
How to play: It can be a tie and tease, or just a simple tease
without being restricted. Some people feel claustrophobic
being tied up somewhere and they can’t relax. Double-check
what’s your partner’s preference on this. A good tease can
work just fine. Going for the full package. Tie your first knot,
then another. You can tie your partner to the bed, against
the door, chair or only just tie their hands or feet together.
It’s important they feel restricted someway to move. Its
a push & pull play, where the dominant can tease, play, deny
the submissive. The dominant person can walk around the bed,
keeping constant eye contact, smile down on the submissive
signing that now he or she is in take charge and clip those
handcuffs on.
Why: Have you seen Fifty shades of Grey? Most likely you have.
Light D/S (dominant / submissive) games are super hot and
can spice up any couples sex life. Power games are hot!
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SEX GAME #9: Wet Wednesday
You need, lube, lube and more lube.
How to play: Take an old bed-sheet or towel on the floor. Ask
your man to lay down on the floor top of the sheet or towel
and apply on your and his body plenty of lubes. Start sliding
on his body making it all wet and slippery. Nuru (aka body
to body) massage can be playful and sexy. If, intercourse
is on the menu afterwards always use water-based lube not
to damage the condom.
Why: Didn’t you liked to ride those big slides when you were
a kid? I used to love sliding up and down. Running up and
sliding down and a touchdown to the water over and over
again. This game reminds me of those fun and wet days. Plus
massaging, touching your love one’s body already have some
healing aspects. Pampering someone body with tender and care
will help them to relax, connect and be more open for more.
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SEX GAME #10: Twisting Thursday
You need, Kama Sutra book or app and yourselves
How to play: Flip the Kama Sutra book or app up at the first
position. Best to use one with big visual pictures to see how
exactly the pose needs to be performed. You will need to move
from one pose to another without separating from your
partner. Let’s say you will start with Missionary than moving
into Cowgirl without your penis leaving her vagina. Some pose
will not only challenge your physical body, but your thoughts,
fantasy and flexibility too.
Why: Most likely if you have been together for a while, you are
doing the most common 3-5 sex positions while having sex.
This game will activate your fantasy and bring new perception
to try new sex positions. Try it all, who know you might find
a new favorite for Thursday’s!
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SEX GAME #11: Foot Fetish Friday
You need, pedicure, nail polish, lace hold-ups, high heels.
How to play: Feet is something dividing all people and even
the fetish community. Some people drawn to feet and some
disgusted by even the thought of doing anything sexually with
feet. However, if your man is one of the kinksters, who get
turned on by your feet, let him enjoy them. You can ask him,
to massage your feet, apply some nail polish on your toenails,
kiss, lick or even extend one step further suck your feet. If
he has a fascination for high heels, even can implement a little
Foot Fetish Scene here. Command him to go on his knees, clean
and service your feet and shoes. It’s up to your fantasy how
far you would like to push him.
Why: Our foot is one of the sexiest body parts filled with
thousands of nerves.
Would it be just nice to lay back and let your man service
your feet for an entire hour? Don’t know about you, but I love
a good foot massage. Huge turn on. Plus, if someone sucked
your toes and the same time penetrate in your vagina. Just
by talking about this, I’m close to coming! Extremely sexy
and somehow shows vulnerability and enormous adoration
towards the woman’s body.
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SEX GAME #12: “Ring for Sex”
Saturday
You need, ring for Sex Toy
How to play: Place it in the entry or lounge. It can be played
in a way, if one of you get home earlier, can send signal placing
the ring outside the door. It’s Sign if you ring the bell, your
partner will be willing to have some sexy time before dinner.
Why: It’s easy, simple game. Ultimate signal for passion, desire
and some fun times. Implementing little hints like this ring will
bring back more spontaneous moments into the relationship.
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SEX GAME #13: Squirting Sunday
You need, fingers or G-spot vibrator
How to play: Woman should lay down on her back, and the
man will insert two fingers into her vagina and make a ‘come
here’ sign with his fingers. Stimulating the women’s G-spot
until she can ejaculate. Check here a full blog post on how to
make your women ejaculate. Yes, we can do that too,
it’s called squirting :-)
Why: It’s a deep, spiritual, sacred sexual experience for both.
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SEX GAME: #14: Dessert Time
- Eat Me
You need, candy panties, whipped cream, chocolate
dipped strawberries.
How to play: You can be the waitress of the night. Yes, the
adult version of this game topless waitress just wearing
eatable panties from candies. Serving on a silver plate
a box of chocolate dipped strawberries and tube of whipped
cream. The partner needs to place the strawberries into his
body where he would like you to kiss or lick him. Each task
completed, allows him to chew off one of your candy. Let’s see
which one of you got a real sweet tooth.
Why: Silver service has something elegant, posh and
surrounding into it. Don’t you just love going for a posh place
to dine out? Imagine after your role-play every time you will
eat out, it will bring back memorial moments of your own
dinner party. Eating is like sex, essential for existence. Make
it more fun once in a while applying some whipped cream,
chocolate sauce or honey onto your fingers, suck them
playfully off in the restaurant so eating out would never get
boring! Guaranteed you will not be able to keep your hands off
by it’s dessert time. :-)
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SEX GAME #15: Reading Game
You need, a book and some fantasy.
How to play: One person will start reading from the book and
the other one’s task to distract them to doing so. Distraction
can be done by kissing their neck, pinching their buttock,
whisper some sexy stuff into their ears, lick their nipples.
It’s only up to you how much you get into this. The one who
is reading need to stay focused and keep reading. You should
have a minimum requirement, one page without giving in
to temptation get a reward of a kiss on lips. Two pages gets
your T-shirt off. Anything you would feel comfortable just
be creative. The end goal is to be naked, compete on your
reading and focus skills then throw away the book and get
busy with drawing the Alphabet over each others body.
Why: It’s a perfect game for bookworms. Are you the couple,
who reads in bed before going to sleep? Perfect. Next time try
this game and you might stay up little longer.
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SEX GAME #16: Play the Dice
You need, 4 dice, paper, pen, glue, and scissors.
How to play: You can use four traditional dice. Cut some paper
cubes off, glue them on the dice, write some sexy words
on the dices: lick, suck, tickle, touch, nipple, pussy, cock, feet.
One dice should have who needs to do the task: you or me One
dice should have if you receive or give pleasure: receive or give.
After you ready to play!
Why: It’s a simple and playful way to get more intimacy into
your routine. :-) Gambling for love and kisses are just fun!
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SEX GAME #17: ‘The Chef’
You need, kitchen table, kitchen tools.
How to play: The Chef knows precisely how to prepare
a delicious and mouthwatering dish with using all his kitchen
utilities. Some kitchen tools are surprisingly useful when
it comes for sexual experiment. Spatulas can be used for
spanking naughty girls or boys. Kitchen clippers can be used
instead nipple clamps. Metal spoons can be frozen and used
on more sensitive areas of the body. You can also play with
pressure, temperature and size of the kitchen utilities. If you
love being submissive, you can be the ‘live dinner table’ for
your ‘Chef’ to serve dinner. Be open-minded, but please skip
anything could harm you or your partner! Blenders or sharp
tools are not fun. Remember the American Pie incident? :-)
Why: Once in a while, it’s good to do something silly and just
out of your comfort zone. Using kitchen tools will bring hot
memories on your next dinner party and make your wonder
if you friends or you eating with that spoon that was pressing
your testicles last night. Hahaa just an example. Dare to be
little crazy. You never know - you might like cooking after all!
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SEX GAME #18: Seven Minutes
in Heaven
You need, a clock.
How to play: We all know the thrill of a quickie. Set your clock
for seven minutes and start making out. You have seven
minutes - as the title suggest - and the one wins who can have
an orgasm (or more!) within 7 minutes. Okay, that’s little unfair
game, as women can have more physical one, but let’s count
the full-body orgasm or feelings into this too. Deal?
Why: A quick sex better than no sex. It will bring back your
excitement for each other, as you got a limited time, so you
will open the magic trick box to make your partner come.
Great game when you already together for a while or have
kids. No more excuses for sexless nights!
One, two, three – Go!
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SEX GAME #19: The Mirror
You need, yourself and maybe a Big Hanging Mirror on the wall.
How to play: Let’s mirror each other’s moves. Sit comfortable
facing your partner. Both are naked. You can use a blindfold
or watch yourself in the mirror. (I am an exhibitionist,
so I love watching while interacting) Put a time limit, let’s say
one minute your partner shows how she likes to be kissed then
you mirror what you received and then you swap. The one who
fails to mirror looses.
Why: It’s a great way to slow down, introduce some Tantric sex
element into your bedroom and boost your perception on what
your partner’s likes and where are their erogenous zones.
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SEX GAME #20: ‘No Empty Holes’
You need, sex toys - vibrators, dildos, anal-plugs.
How to play: As the name suggests, no empty holes left.
It means, plugs in every hole of your and your partner’s body.
Altogether it would be will be five holes. Women again little
luckier, we have three holes: mouth, vagina, anus and men
have mouth and anus. Santa came early this year. This is my
absolute favorite game. There is something so naughty being
filled and stuffed up! Yummy.
Why: Do you ask the Golf court, why do you need to fill all
holes? I bet you don’t. Give it a try and worst case you don’t
like it, so you can freely go back to golfing!
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SEX GAME #21: ‘Love is Art.’
You need, canvas, skin-friendly paint and some imagination.
How to play: Buy a big canvas, or you can use an old
bed-sheets. Spread across the sheet in the lounge’s floor.
Stand above and start pouring painting over your naked
bodies. The point is to make an abstract painting with your
bodies having sex on the canvas. Absolute brilliant game for
kinky and creative minds.
Why: You can hang the masterpiece onto your wall after
you are done.
You guaranteed get horny every time you look at the brilliance
of your bodies, fluids, sweats shaped on the canvas.
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Summary
These are my top favorite games for naughty couples.
21 kinky games to hit the Black Jack of Orgasmic Lifestyle
and spice up your bedroom skills :-)
Please feel free to share your favorite kinky bedroom game
or if you have tried any from this list!!! I can’t wait to hear
from you with some Wild Wet Wickedness <3
Enough from talking, let’s get down to PLAYING!
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ABOUT ME
Hi, I’m Alexandra. I’m a certified
sex & pleasure coach and
a tantric bodyworker.
I’m specialising in empowering
and awakening sexually
conscious men and couples.
I was born in Hungary – lived
in 4 continents, visited over 100
countries in a need to explore,
play and seek for more aliveness,
passion, love and lust.
However I was not always so FREE….
I came from a social background where sexually free women
were classified as ‘bitches.’ My parents taught me to be a ‘good
girl.’ Growing up, it was a massive confusion within me. I always
felt more sexual than anyone I knew. My brain and heart (pussy)
were constantly fighting. Trying to meet false social expectation
(being a good girl) and the same time suppressing my authentic
sexual self and desires within.
For a very long time, I was ashamed, embarrassed, kept hiding and
defeating my sexuality which made me unhappy and dissatisfied.
Being someone else you are not, can be super exhausting.
•
One day it hit me. I can’t continue living this lie. I
		
can’t wake up and being the ‘good girl.’
•
I want to expand and start blooming like a TRUE
		
GODDESS as I’m.
•
I realised to do that I have to stop acting differently
		
than I feel inside.
•
I must accept myself just the way I am.
•
I have to give permission to myself to be naughty,
		
well-fucked and just the sexual human being I truly am.
•
I have to let go off control and suppressing my life
		
and explore my sexuality deeper or rather say just
		become it!
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From this point, I completely embraced my high sexual interest,
drive, dirty mind and constant curiosity to experience something
new and sexy. Now I feel lucky and look at my sexuality as the
greatest gift. I am not unique.
It’s available for anyone, who’s willing to put the work in.
Sexuality and pleasure require a regular self-check-in, self-love,
awareness and conscious decision-making about loving yourself
no matter what. Similar to embarking on a spiritual path. It’s a
trial and error, fail and fulfilment process. It’s life-long studying
and transformational journey.
In this ebook - if you open to play - you will get a chance
to re-learn, connect and embrace new ways to understand,
accept and cherish your sexual being to bring more bliss
and pleasure into your everyday sex life.
Are you ready to take charge back to your own sexuality?
Ready to play, feel new ways of pleasure and intimacy to
magnetise your life?
Superb, I’m overly excited for you!!! Hope you will love this
ebook!
Feel free to connect via socials:

INSTAGRAM: alexandra_guru
FACEBOOK-SQUARE: alexandraguru8

